
Module 1 Lesson 7.0 How do I Control My Nerves? MP3 
 
 
Does this sound familiar? You've worked on a trick, planned it's first showing to 
your friends, loaded your pockets with the tools you need, then anxiously you try to 
find the right moment to say, "Hey, who wants to see a trick?"  
 
and it's all going well until you bring your hands out and even though you mentally 
feel like you can do this, your body tells a different story.  
It's a horrible feeling when you lose control to the shakes. Especially after the 
hundreds of times you did the trick perfectly in the comfort of your own home. It's 
a whole of body and mind experience and as we all know, it's really unpleasant, 
and it used to happen to me a lot ... and still does when I break in new tricks. 
 
Have I got a secret formula to get rid of your nerves? I have a formula, but it's not 
secret. Here it is .. don't never do the trick again. That's probably about the only 
thing that might differentiate me from many other would be magicians. I just don't 
get so freaked out that I never try it again. I'm usually pretty horrible on first 
attempts but I always am better on the 10th go. I don't expect perfection straight 
out of the box and I rarely get it. So can I give you an instant cure for nerves? 
 
The answer is no ... because ... Those nerves are there for a reason. What I can do 
right now is help you do is to try and harness all that energy and make it work for 
you. The mind is a very powerful thing and you can steer it in the direction you 
want. 
 
Again, Jeff McBride explains it nicely. We all get the butterflies in our stomach 
before performing; it's just a matter of getting those butterflies to fly in formation 
... and this is not just a glib throwaway line .. it is entirely achievable. 
 
I'm at a stage now where I'm very confident in front of audiences. That's a 
confidence that is built on years of hard work. Truth is, my head can still mess me 
around, and it does, but I know the signals and I know the steps I need to take to 
get on top of it 
 
I have a 3 ball juggling routine that I open my Bag of Incredibility show with. I have 
done this 90 sec routine for 12 years. I can do it in my sleep. Then how come this 
happens? I bound out to the audience with a big smile ...Gentlemen and Ladies, 
bald headed babies .... and launch into the juggling, and almost immediately I 
switch to auto pilot, as I have done this trick so many times before. Then I start 
thinking, what if I were to  drop these, and no prizes for guessing what happens 
next ... I drop a ball. I have worked some gag lines into the routine to cover the 
drops ... oops a sudden gust of gravity ... but really there is no need to. I could just 
as well say, oops! And here's why .. 
 
Because I don't think what IBecause I don't think what IBecause I don't think what IBecause I don't think what I    do is importantdo is importantdo is importantdo is important ... I KNOW ... I KNOW ... I KNOW ... I KNOW the audience forgets me  the audience forgets me  the audience forgets me  the audience forgets me as as as as 
soosoosoosoon as they walk out the doorn as they walk out the doorn as they walk out the doorn as they walk out the door        
 
Once you accept this, it will change what you worry about and it will change how 
your body reacts to this stress. 
 



You see in the example of me dropping the ball, I truly do not worry that I have I truly do not worry that I have I truly do not worry that I have I truly do not worry that I have 
somehow ruined my entire routisomehow ruined my entire routisomehow ruined my entire routisomehow ruined my entire routinenenene. I have gone onstage with my mind already 
made up that I am going to have a good time with the audience. So in the grand 
scheme of things, what's a dropped ball, or a wrongly called card, going to matter 
in the way people remember my act. I'm hoping they remember me and my 
showmanship skills more. 
 
Always remember that if you mess something up, the world keeps turning, your 
children will love you and your dog will lick you when you get home and still be 
your best friend. 
  
If you think the audience will rush home from your performance and loudly tell 
their family that you messed up a trick, and then they in turn facebook the story to 
their friends, then sadly, it's my duty to tell you that you are , it's my duty to tell you that you are , it's my duty to tell you that you are , it's my duty to tell you that you are wrongwrongwrongwrong: : : : you may beyou may beyou may beyou may be    
mistakenly mistakenly mistakenly mistakenly feeling that you are more impfeeling that you are more impfeeling that you are more impfeeling that you are more important than you really are.ortant than you really are.ortant than you really are.ortant than you really are.  
 
I don't say that in a nasty way because we all like to think well of ourselves, but in 
the context of battling nerves before a performance, it's critical that we get it out 
in the open. And you may be important in other areas of your life, but I don't know 
of any magician, present or past, who I would class as a game changer in the 
history of the world. 
 
I'm not saying that I don't care if I make mistakes. I do. I try to be as professional 
and well rehearsed as possible but what I don't do is let that fear of failure rule my 
life any more. 
 
Keep it in perspective and you are already on the way to reducing those shake 
attacks.  
 
You should though, always feel a tightness in your stomach. That will help keep 
you sharp. Strangely you will tend to make more errors if you lose those pre show 
jitters. That is usually a sign that you are over it, you feel no challenge anymore. 
Time to go get another job. 
 
Remember too that it's not just magicians who get the shakes. Anyone who has to 
stand up in front of an audience and deliver anything, suffers them too. But magic 
carries the extra burden that we have challenged our audience, by implicitly 
saying we will try and trick them. After all, everyone is TRYING to catch you out. It 
comes with the territory. That's terrible you think to yourself, just saying and 
highlighting that makes it even worse. Not at all, this is why we are going to take 
the focus off the magic and put it onto you as a performer.  
 
If you are doing a manipulation act with cards, coins or billiard balls, then 
dropping a prop is going to be a big deal. 
 
You need to be very rehearsed and have a way to recover (remember the 
springing a card ploy I showed you in the free training videos at the start of the 
course) because if you are a silent act, not speaking at all, not conveying your 
personality in any other way, then all the audience has to remember you by is your 
moves, and in this case, a drop will be remembered. 
 



So this is why I structure my shows to make the magic part of the show. Sure I 
advertise it as a magic show, but really it's a just FUN show that has magic in it. 
This one thing alone helps build confidence which removes nerves. My show does 
not live or die on the strength of the tricks alone. Tricks are simply not that 
important in the show. They are necessary but do not take top billing. 
 
 
Right now here's one easy way to get more confidence ... 
If there are tricks that make you nervous when you perform them, stop performing If there are tricks that make you nervous when you perform them, stop performing If there are tricks that make you nervous when you perform them, stop performing If there are tricks that make you nervous when you perform them, stop performing 
them.them.them.them.    
 
To be fair, this is something I read in Eugene Burger's terrific book called 
Mastering The Art Of MagicMastering The Art Of MagicMastering The Art Of MagicMastering The Art Of Magic, but I live by this rule and have adopted it as my own. 
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/eugene-burger.html 
 
If any of the tricks you are performing make you nervous because the moves are 
too hard, or your hands are the wrong size, or it is too wordy and you can't 
remember the script, then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.    
    
But you say my show will be 30 mins instead of 40, or 20 instead of 30 .. SO??? 
...who says your show has to be a certain length? There are reasons why shows 
are average lengths but these are not written in stone. I am sure any audience 
would like to see a sweet 20 min show than a flawed 30 min show. 10 minutes of 
your 'A' material would be even better. 
 
If you really want to stop those nerves then getting performing time up is the best 
course of action and the best way to give yourself the confidence to start is to give 
yourself the best chance of doing it well. If you've got 10 minutes, then give 'em 
10 minutes. That will soon grow to 15, then 20, then 25 and so on and eventually 
you will have multiple shows. 
 
If any of the tricks you are performing make you then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.    
 
    
Put them to one side and come back to them later. If it's a good trick, it will be 
timeless. Tricks don't have a use by date. I have always found something peculiar 
happens when I do this. The trick that had been giving me all the grief  suddenly 
becomes easier to do. All that muscle memory I've  built up doesn't just vanish. It 
seems to reorganise itself.  
 
Part of what is happening of course, is that by choosing less challenging material, 
your time in front of audiences gives you a huge boost to your confidence. You 
start to relax. Remember easier tricks doesn't mean 'less entertaining' tricks.  
 



You see when you are not confident, your nervous body gives off all the wrong 
signals, and these happen subconsciously. The classic example is palming a 
card with the tell tale fish hook thumb stuck out to the side.  I palm cards and 
have NEVER EVER been caught once ... and you should see my palming 
technique ... it's horrible but it works. I was so nervous when I started but then I 
realised I was the only one in the room being nervous. No one else had any idea 
of what I was going to do. I was in such a position of control but I was the only 
one who didn't realise it.  The secret is to mentally be so relaxed about the cards 
being there that you don't give any physical tell tale signals off. I will show you 
this palming technique in the upcoming strolling module of this course.  You will 
laugh at how I do this. I count off 4 cards then palm them. I do it right in front of 
them, right under their noses (much like the finger tip being right in front of their 
face). The technical skills required to do this are a one on a scale of one to five. 
Palming is 90% psychology and 10% technique 

 
Something else happens when you are relaxed ... your personality shines 

through without you even knowing it, this makes people connect with you better 
which means you perform better and the confidence starts to snowball. 

 
Confidence will come through experience, and that experience will come once you 
start getting in front of people with your tricks. I can't make you do this. But i tell 
you, the rewards outweigh the negatives. Sure you might stumble a bit .. I did ... 
but I'm here now, living proof that it is worth taking the steps 
 
Let's have a quick recap: 
 

• Perform magic you find enjoyablePerform magic you find enjoyablePerform magic you find enjoyablePerform magic you find enjoyable and comfortable with and comfortable with and comfortable with and comfortable with        

• RememberRememberRememberRemember,,,, it's just magic tricks, not life and death  it's just magic tricks, not life and death  it's just magic tricks, not life and death  it's just magic tricks, not life and death ... don't take yourself... don't take yourself... don't take yourself... don't take yourself or  or  or  or 
your magic too seriouslyyour magic too seriouslyyour magic too seriouslyyour magic too seriously    

• Be realistic Be realistic Be realistic Be realistic ...  ...  ...  ...  start with start with start with start with a smaller showa smaller showa smaller showa smaller show and start it now and start it now and start it now and start it now 
    
Maybe you need to hear this another way? I've got some special guests in the next 
videos to give you their take on controlling nerves and to share their stories so you 
see that you are much more like them than you probably think. 




